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VB.NET: Your Visual Blueprint for Building Versatile Programs on the .NET Framework (With CD-ROM)Visual, 2002
Each step in this great guide is displayed with callouts so you can see exactly where the action takes place on the screen. VB.NET functions are thoroughly covered, including designing forms and controls, using multimedia and databases, integrating VB.NET with ASP.NET, and creating server-side Web applications. This book also includes a special...
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Content Networking in the Mobile InternetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A cutting-edge guide to the next generation Mobile Internet architecture and applications      

The last several years have witnessed dramatic changes in the wireless Web interface environment, specifically in the way that content is stored, distributed, and checked for consistency while leveraging location awareness. This phenomenon is...
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Multimedia Signals and Systems (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2002

	Multimedia Signals and Systems is primarily a technical introductory level multimedia textbook, including problems, examples, and MATLAB® codes. It will be a stepping-stone for readers who want to research in audio processing, image and video processing, and data compression.


	This book will also be useful to readers who...
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XForms EssentialsO'Reilly, 2003
XForms Essentials is an introduction and  practical guide to the new XForms specification. Written by Micah Dubinko, a  member of the W3C XForms working group and an editor of the specification, the  book explains the how and why of XForms, showing readers how to take advantage  of them without having to write their...
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MySQL Administrator's Guide and Language Reference (2nd Edition)MySQL Press, 2006
Written by the creators of MySQL and edited by one of the most highly respected MySQL authors, the MySQL Administrator's Guide 			and Language Reference is the official guide to installing MySQL, to setting up and administering MySQL databases, and to storing and...
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Object-Oriented Programming with Visual Basic .NETO'Reilly, 2002
This book is not a reference. That needs to be said right off the bat. It was written to be read cover to cover; it tells a story. It's an interwoven tale about object-oriented programming in the .NET world: building objects, moving them, and using them around the world. This is not just a how-to book; it's a why-to and a when-to...
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Nginx HTTP Server - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Nginx is a lightweight HTTP server designed for high-traffic websites, with network scalability as the primary objective. With the advent of high speed Internet access, short loading times and fast transfer rates have become a necessity. This free, open source solution will either come as a full replacement of other software such as Apache,...
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Beginning Application Development with TensorFlow and Keras: Learn to design, develop, train, and deploy TensorFlow and Keras models as real-world applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		You need much more than imagination to predict earthquakes and detect brain cancer cells. Become an expert in designing and deploying TensorFlow and Keras models, and generate insightful predictions with the power of deep learning.

	
		Key Features

		
			Cover the basics of neural networks and...
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Genetic Programming Theory and Practice II (Genetic Programming)Springer, 2004
The work described in this book was first presented at the Second Workshop
on Genetic Programming, Theory and Practice, organized by the Center for the
Study of Complex Systems at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 13-15
May 2004. The goal of this workshop series is to promote the exchange of
research results and ideas...
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Pivot Table Data Crunching (Business Solutions)Que, 2005
Become a savvy Microsoft Excel user. Pivot tables are a great feature in Excel that help you organize and analyze data, but not many Excel users know how to use pivot tables. Pivot Table Data Crunching offers a comprehensive review of all the functionalities of Pivot Tables from author ...
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Beginning Database Design (Wrox Beginning Guides)Wrox Press, 2005
Database design involves how to best structure the tables and queries that are used with databases in order to provide optimum performance, storage, manageability, and flexibility. With relational databases, you can use those tables to organize your data and retrieve information from your database. This book provides you with an easy-to-understand...
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Creative Photoshop: Digital Illustration and Art Techniques, covering Photoshop CS3 (Digital Workflow)Focal Press, 2007
Dereks edge is that he wont stand still. He has a knack for finding new corners of the program to exploit and innovative ways of doing so. Hes pushed the boundaries not only for his own art but also for thousands of up and coming artists who also want to create onscreen the visions they have in their minds. If youve bought this book, youre about to...
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